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1. Introduction

Web services are considered as self-contained, self-describing, modular applications that can be published, located, and invoked across the web [10]. An increasing amount of companies and organizations only implement their core business and outsource other services over Internet. If no single web service can satisfy the functionality of user needs, there should be a possibility to combine existing services together in order to fulfill the user requirements. If the implementation of a web service’s business logic involves the invocation of other web services, it is necessary to combine the functionality of several web services. The process of developing such composite service is called service composition. Composite services are recursively defined as an aggregation of elementary and composite services.

With the increasing number of web services providing similar functionalities, the QoS is becoming an important criterion of selection of the best available service. There are two major problems in using QoS for service discovery, and they are the specification and storage of the QoS information, and the specification of the customer’s requirements [31]. Some researchers used the linear integer programming (LIP) model to solve the service selection problem by maximizing the utility value which is a weighted sum of user-defined QoS attributes [4,11,32]. LIP-based approaches can be used for service matching, ranking and selection. However, the computation complexity and cost of the LIP solution will increase exponentially with the growth of the size of web services. Some studies tried to extend the multi-dimension multi-choice 0–1 knapsack problem (MMKP) with heuristic algorithms to get near-optimal solutions for service selection problems [8,21,31]. Although the heuristic algorithms improve the efficiency of service selection, they might fail if no feasible service exists. Recently, some researchers proposed the similarity-based web service discovery mechanisms by calculating the semantic similarity, and tried to maximize the number of candidate services to reduce the possibility of system failure [15,18]. However, the similarity-based solution might be not feasible for engineering or manufacturing industries because the accuracy of engineering application semantics should be very precise. In addition, the research in [32] was proposing a QoS-aware fault tolerant middleware. They aim at advancing the current state-of-the-art in fault tolerance technologies for dependable service composition.

Obviously, most of existing approaches were endeavoring to look for suitable services for composing the business logic of application. They either did not aim at the possible failure of service selection or did make too many constraints to find efficiently...
suitable services. Undoubtedly, stringent constraints might close to infeasibility solution. It is desirable to minimize the frequency of failure in finding a feasible solution, if one exists. Such problem can be viewed as a maximum feasible subsystem problem (MaxFS)\(^1\) which is a NP-hard problem.\(^2\) The MaxFS is that wishes to find a feasible subsystem containing a maximum number of inequalities. There are so far various heuristic approaches [36–39] have been proposed to find the approximation solution. Recently, some researches have shown that the relaxation method [36,39] is an admirable heuristic to approximate the solution of MaxFS.

Most of approaches to service selection do not handle the situation when there is no feasible solution to fulfill QoS constraints set by users. Also, some approaches may fail in finding the feasible solution if ones exist. To improve these problems, in the paper, we propose a relaxable QoS-based service selection algorithm (RQSS). The term of “relaxable” means that RQSS will release or relax the degree of constraints heuristically. The idea of proposed algorithm is to find a solution with smaller amount of constraints violation if there is no a feasible solution to fulfill the QoS constraints. Also, if no feasible can be found, a recommended solution is presented to the user by relaxing the QoS constraints. In other words, some QoS constraints have to be relaxed to find such a solution.

From the point of view of users, there may be some QoS constraints which cannot be relaxed. Therefore, users can specify each QoS constraint as either a relaxable constraints or a non-relaxable constraint. According to the relaxability of QoS constraints, the relaxable QoS constraints are relaxed to find a solution which can fulfill the non-relaxable QoS constraints if no feasible solution exists. Note that it is expected that the amount of relaxation of QoS constraints is as small as possible. Moreover, the proposed selection algorithm is a heuristic algorithm that is not an exhaustive search. We expect the algorithm can lower the rate of failure in finding a feasible solution when the heuristic is used.

We adopt the idea of a heuristic algorithm proposed in [17], which is to find the feasible solution for MMKP, to design the relaxable QoS-based service selection algorithm. In addition, a generic framework is proposed to simulate the feasibility and performance of RQSS. The results of the simulation experiments show that the idea of relaxing QoS criteria in RQSS performs well with lower failure rate especially when no web service could exactly match users’ QoS constraints.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys some related work including web service standards, web service composition techniques, and other QoS constraint web service composition research; and briefly introduce the concept and notations used in the paper. Section 3 describes the model of proposed RQSS QoS web service composition, including basic definitions, constraints and functions. Section 4 depicts the design of relaxable QoS-based service selection algorithm, its complexity analysis, and QoS-based Web Service Composition Framework. Section 5 presents the evaluation setup, experiment results and analysis. In addition, we also make a comparison with other similar approaches and give a discussion. And finally, the conclusions and future work are given in Section 6.

2. Background

2.1. Related work

It is well-known that there are many industrial standards have been developed for service oriented computing and web service composition. The WS-Policy standard\(^3\) can be used to specify policies expressing non-functional requirements for Web Services (WS), while WS-QoS is for specifying provided and required Web Services QoS [40]. And the Web Services flow specification languages like WS-BPEL\(^4\) (Web service Business Process Execution Language) provides a programming-language like constructs as well as graph-based links that represent additional ordering constraints on the constructs, while the WSCI\(^5\) is to describe the messages exchanging order between services. In addition, semantic annotations have been widely discussed in the Semantic Web community where preconditions and the effects of services are explicitly declared in the Resource Description Format (RDF).

Web service composition is a very complex and challenging task beyond human capability. Many researches tried to simplify the integration of web services by defining several standard interfaces, and proposed many models and approaches for static or dynamic service composition [22,23,26–28]. Dustdar et al. suggested six major issues that have a large impact on service composition and many researches took them into consideration seriously [6]. They are coordination, transaction, context, conversation modeling, execution monitoring, and infrastructure of web services. Besides, Dustdar et al. categorized five composition strategies which is used by most researches [6]. These approaches are static/dynamic mechanism, model driven, declarative, automated/manual, and context based web service discovery and composition.

Alonso et al. summarized six different dimensions of service composition models which make different assumptions of what a component is and what it is not [1]. For instance, an orchestration model defines abstractions and languages to define the order in which and the conditions under which web services are invoked. Most of these models focus on the matching, selection and execution of web services to meet functional requirements. As for non-functional constraints or Quality of Service (QoS) of a composite web service, such as latency, throughput, reliability, availability, cost, etc. are out of the major scopes of their researches.

Airifai and Risse [33] proposed a solution that combined global optimization with local selection techniques to benefit from the advantages of both worlds. The proposed solution consists of two steps: first, they used mixed integer programming (MIP) to find the optimal decomposition of global QoS constraints into local constraints. Second, they used distributed local selection to find the best web services that satisfy these local constraints. But they do not take possible failure in finding a feasible solution into consideration.

Canfora et al. [34] proposed a QoS-aware composite service binding approach based on Genetic Algorithms (GAs). The main advantage in the use of GAs is the possibility to apply the approach in presence of arbitrary, non-linear QoS aggregation formulae, whereas traditional approaches, such as linear integer programming, require linearization. Obviously, they also do not take possible failure in finding a feasible solution into consideration.

Yu et al. [21] modeled web services selection with end-to-end QoS constraints in two ways. The first model is the combinatorial model that defines the problem as a multidimension multichoice knapsack problem (MMKP). The second model is the graph model that defines the problem as a multi-constrained optimal path (MCOP) problem. Based on both models, they specified a user-defined utility function of some system parameters to optimize application-specific objectives. In addition, Yu et al. also proposed heuristic algorithms to find near-optimal solutions in polynomial time which is more suitable for making runtime decisions. Therefore, they also do not take possible failure in finding a feasible solution into consideration.

\(^1\) MaxFS problem: Given an infeasible linear system \(AX \geq b\), find a Maximum Feasible Subsystem, i.e., a feasible subsystem containing a maximum number of inequalities.

\(^2\) http://risorse.dei.polimi.it/maxfs/.

\(^3\) http://www.w3.org/TR/ws-policy/.


\(^5\) http://www.w3.org/TR/wsci/.
Pastrana et al. [35] presented a methodology for Web Service composition and coordination based on connectors which are defined by Web Service client and automatically generated by the COMPOSITOR tool authors have developed. Connectors use contracts to express the non-functional requirements and the behavior desired by the client of a service, such as QoS (Quality of Service) features. The work is mainly aiming at proposing a framework for QoS-enabled and self-adaptive connectors for Web Services composition and coordination. Adaption [5,25,35] is also an important feature for web service composition. But, they do not find out the feasible solution for composition.

Ko et al. [19] addressed web service composition planning from the aspect of QoS and proposed an efficient QoS-oriented web service composition algorithm. This algorithm is characterized as a hybrid meta-heuristics that combines tabu search and simulated annealing and designed not only to find constraint-compliant composition plans but also to reduce the computational burden required for searching the plans. The algorithm takes a composition schema, six QoS permissible values, and their weights as the inputs and generates a composition plan that satisfies the client’s QoS requirement as the output. In addition, under a given composition plan, the algorithm creates a better neighbor plan by modifying a restricted number of decision variables. Obviously, it does not deal with finding feasible solution while possible failure.

Liu et al. [29] proposed a QoS-based dynamic web service composition approach. In the approach, they also model web service selection using multi-choice knapsack problem, and divide the service selection problems into two classes to facilitate the service selection process. The mathematical models are established for each class respectively. Accordingly, the heuristics selection algorithms are proposed to solve the models.

In summary, most of existing approaches were endeavoring to look for suitable services for composing the business logic of application. These approaches do not handle the situation when there is no feasible solution to fulfill QoS constraints. It is an important issue for finding a solution with smaller amount of constraints violation if there is no a feasible solution to fulfill the QoS constraints. Therefore, to get higher system reliability and availability, a relaxable QoS-based service selection algorithm is proposed in the paper.

2.2. Preliminary

Web service interactions can be described in two ways: executable business processes, and abstract business processes. Executable business processes model actual behavior of a participant in a business interaction. WS-BPEL is meant to be used to model the behavior of both executable and abstract processes. WS-BPEL provides a language for the specification of executable and abstract business processes [13]. Building composite web services are similar to the construction of a workflow for executable business processes [7]. For the emulation of RQSS, the WS-BPEL is used to describe the control flow of abstract processes. In order to clearly identify the concept, we first define the abstract process.

Definition 1 (Abstract Process). An abstract process AP can be represented by a DAG, so it can be defined as a tuple of (GAP, ASAP). That is AP = (GAP, ASAP), where

- GAP = (V, E) is a directed and acyclic graph, where V = {v1, ..., vn} represents a set of activities. Each vertex in V is a tuple v = (AT, αv), where
  - AT is the activity type of the vertex where AT ∈ {ProcessStart, ProcessEnd, IFStart, IFEnd, FlowStart, FlowEnd, LoopStart, AbstractService}.
  - αv is the activity associated with the vertex.
- ASAP = E ⊂ V × V is a set of directed edges indicating the transition among two activities.

In an AP, there are five basic patterns of relationship are used to integrate individual services for business processes construction, and they are “sequence”, “if”, “flow”, “while” and “repeatUntil”. The five relations will be used in an abstract process to construct the fundamental control flow structures of business workflows, including “sequential structure”, “parallel structure”, “conditional structure” and “loop structure”. All user requirements will be described by abstract services of an abstract process using the WS-BPEL. In addition, a loopNumber attribute is defined as the upper bound for the loop number of iterations. It determines the expected maximum number of iteration used to unfold the loop when calculating the QoS of loop structures. By using the basic notations of patterns, an abstract process specification can be represented by a directed acyclic graph (DAG).

An abstract process could be treated as a set of activities which consist of a start point, an end point, and other intermediate activities which are represented by the ProcessStart, ProcessEnd and other activity notations, respectively. The abstract process can orchestrate the set of abstract services in a precedence order. Accordingly, the sequences of activities are connected by the directed edges based on the order of them and conduct a DAG state diagram. The directed edges indicate the precedence relationship between two activities. Since “if”, “flow”, “repeatUntil” and “while” activities are all the non-loop structures, each of them can be represented by an entry point and an exit point. The IFStart notation is used to connect with the branches of possible conditions of an “if” activity, and an IFEnd notation is used for the convergence of the activity. For a “flow” activity, a FlowStart notation is used to connect each of the activities involved in it and these activities will be converge on a FlowEnd activity eventually. For a “repeatUntil” or a “while” activities, a LoopStart activity and a LoopEnd activity can be used to represent the activities which need to be repeated several times.

In addition, an abstract service describes the functionalities but not the execution details of a web service. The functionalities offered by a web service are usually performed by its provided operations. Thus, the definition of an abstract service should include the name, required operations, inputs, and outputs.

Definition 2 (Abstract Service). An abstract AS is a tuple of (N, OT, I, O), where

- N is the name of the abstract service.
- OT is the type of required operation in terms of ontology concepts.
- I = (I1, ..., Im) is a set of inputs of required operations, where m is the number of inputs. I1 = (IN1, IT1), where i = 1, ..., m. IN is the name of input. IT is the input type in terms of ontology concepts.
- O = (O1, ..., On) is a set of outputs of the required operations, where n is the number of outputs. O1 = (ON, OT), where i = 1, ..., n, and ON is the name of output. OT is the output type in terms of ontology concepts.

The functional characteristics of an abstract service contain the inputs, outputs and the classification type representing an ontology concept. The operation type stands for the classification type of a web service operation. A WSDL example of an abstract service in the abstract process specification is shown in Table 1.
USWeatherForecast, USAddress, and FiveDayWeatherInformation are operation types which will be used for ontology mapping or matching during the service selection process. The mapping and matching of ontology concepts are out of the scope of this paper.

**Definition 3 (Selection Plan).** A selection plan SP of an abstract process AP is a set of \((as_i, op_i)\) pairs. That is \(SP = \{(as_1, op_1), \ldots, (as_n, op_n)\}\). For each pair \((as_i, op_i)\) in \(SP\), the service operation \(op_i\) requires the provided function of an abstract service \(as_i\), where \(i = 1, \ldots, n\).

The selection plan describes a combination of operations offered by concrete services for an abstract process. It can be viewed as a service assignment for the abstract process.

3. The RQSS QoS model

This section articulates the QoS model that is the basis of the RQSS algorithm. Here describe the QoS criteria, aggregation functions, and constraints are described.

3.1. QoS criteria

QoS criteria are used to differentiate the web services providing the same functionality during the service selection process of QWSC. Each operation of a web service will be associated with a set of QoS criteria. To reduce the complexity, the RQSS uses the generic QoS criteria as the basis for further discussions which are also used in [4,11,16].

- **Execution Time** \(ET(op)\): The execution time of the service operation \(op\) is a time interval between when the \(op\) is invoked and when the \(op\) finished.
- **Reliability** \(Rel(op)\): The reliability of the service operation \(op\) is the probability that a request is correctly responded within the expected time.
- **Availability** \(A(op)\): The availability of the service operation \(op\) is the probability that the operation is accessible during a period of time.
- **Reputation** \(Rep(op)\): The reputation of the service operation \(op\) is the measurement of trustworthiness. It is an integer range from 1 to 10. The higher the value, the better the reputation is.
- **Price** \(P(op)\): The price of the service operation \(op\) is the cost which a service requester has to pay to the service provider of \(op\).

3.2. QoS aggregation functions

To calculate the quality of a web service, aggregation functions are defined in Table 2 for each QoS criterion. \(P_i\) is the probability that an abstract service \(as_i\) will be executed for a conditional structure. The probability can be evaluated from statistical execution logs. If an abstract process has never been executed before, the probability will be assumed to be uniform distribution \((p_i = 1/n)\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A WSDL example of an abstract service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>&lt;abstractService name=&quot;example&quot; operationType=&quot;USWeatherForecast&quot;&gt;</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>&lt;inputs&gt;</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>&lt; input name=&quot;input&quot; inputType=&quot;USAddress&quot;&gt;</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>&lt;/inputs&gt;</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>&lt;outputs&gt;</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>&lt; output name=&quot;output&quot; outputType=&quot;FiveDayWeatherInformation&quot;&gt;</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>&lt;/outputs&gt;</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>&lt;/abstractService&gt;</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aggregation functions for QoS criteria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reputation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As defined above, an abstract process is a set of abstract services. The service selection would be the key for the construction of an abstract process from composite services.

3.3. QoS constraints

The QoS constraints represent the minimum thresholds which an abstract process has to reach to. For an abstract process, a QoS constraint can be identified by one of the QoS criteria which are “Execution Time”, “Reliability”, “Availability”, “Reputation” and “Price”. Besides, a relaxability of QoS constraints is introduced to specify whether a QoS constraint is relaxable or not. During the process of service selection, relaxable QoS constraints could be relaxed when no service can fulfill the requirements of QoS constraints.

**Definition 4 (QoS constraint).** A QoS constraint is a tuple \(QC = (N, V, R)\) where

- \(N\) is the name of the QoS criterion associated with \(QC\).
- \(V\) is the value of the QoS criterion associated with \(QC\) desired to be satisfied. It is a real number.
- \(R\) is the relaxability of the QoS constraint which indicates whether the QoS constraint is relaxable or not. It is a Boolean value.

4. The relaxable QoS-based service selection algorithm

The service selection process of a QWSC takes abstract processes as inputs, and then comes out a set of qualified service operations supported by composite web services. That is, for an abstract process \(AP\) containing \(n\) abstract services, where \(AS_{AP} = \{as_1, \ldots, as_n\}\), there will be a set of qualified service operation groups \(OP = \{OP_1, \ldots, OP_n\}\) associated with each \(as_i\), where

- Each abstract service \(as_i(i = 1, \ldots, n)\) has \(l_i\) candidates of service operations. \(OP_i = \{op_{i1}, \ldots, op_{il_i}\}\) is a service operation group of \(as_i\).
- Each candidate operation \(op_{ij}(j = 1, \ldots, l_i)\) is associated with a QoS vector \((ET(op_{ij}), Rel(op_{ij}), A(op_{ij}), Rep(op_{ij}), P(op_{ij}))\).
- The QoS constraints of the \(AP\) defined by users are \(QC = \{q_{ET}, q_{Rel}, q_{A}, q_{Rep}, q_{P}\}\).

Based on the above analysis, a service selection process could be formulated as Eq. (1).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Find} \quad X = \{x_1, \ldots, x_n\}, \quad \forall x_i \in \{1, \ldots, l_i\}, \quad i = 1, \ldots, n \quad \text{such that} \\
ET(\{(as_1, op_{1x_1}), \ldots, (as_n, op_{nx_n})\})_{AP} \leq q_{ET}, \\
Rel(\{(as_1, op_{1x_1}), \ldots, (as_n, op_{nx_n})\})_{AP} \geq q_{Rel}, \\
A(\{(as_1, op_{1x_1}), \ldots, (as_n, op_{nx_n})\})_{AP} \geq q_A, \\
Rep(\{(as_1, op_{1x_1}), \ldots, (as_n, op_{nx_n})\})_{AP} \geq q_{Rep}, \\
P(\{(as_1, op_{1x_1}), \ldots, (as_n, op_{nx_n})\})_{AP} \geq q_{P}, \\
\end{align*}
\]
X is a vector representing the feasible solution containing the indicies of selected service operations for every abstract service in AP. It can be viewed as a selection plan of AP which can satisfy all the QoS constraints. It is expected to find a selection plan which can satisfy the QoS constraints based on a set of QoS criteria of an abstract process. Accordingly, Eq. (1) can be used to model the service selection problem for a QWSC solution. In the following section, the RQSS algorithm is proposed for solving the service selection problem for QWSC.

4.1. The design of RQSS algorithms

The original motivation of RQSS is to find out a feasible solution which minimizes the differences between selected web service operations with user-defined requirements when no web service exactly matching the QoS constraints. In other words, by adding user-defined relaxing QoS constraints to RQSS, some constraints could be relaxed to find alternative services if none of the services can match the QoS criteria. It is not users’ intention to release the QoS constraints, so the QoS relaxing process can only be triggered when no feasible solution could be found. And, it is expected that the QoS constraints and the values of the constraints on these QoS criteria are as small as better.

Similar to the algorithm of multi-dimension multi-choice 0–1 knapsack problem (MMKP) proposed in [17,21], the proposed algorithm assigns a value to every candidate item by evaluating the number of resource consumptions. In RQSS, the value of resource consumption is assigned to each item based on the degree of the constraint violation. Based on the value, the RQSS tries to find an initial solution by selecting an item from each group with the lowest value. If no feasible initial solution could be found, the one with the second lowest value will be selected from each group recursively. However, to increase the service availability or reduce the rate of failure, a new item is practically considered to be selected only if it has lower value and less number of violated constraints. It is one of the major purposes of the RQSS algorithm to balance the resource consumption and service availability.

To simplify the algorithm design, based on the Eq. (1), all of the QoS constraints inequalities are transformed into less than-or-equal inequalities before performing the RQSS algorithm. The values of reliability, availability and reputation of each service operation and the values of the constraints on these QoS criteria are set to the reciprocals. Hence, all of the values of QoS constraints would be the upper bounds for all QoS criteria. Let $Q^\text{CR}$ = \{q_{c1}, \ldots, q_{cn}\} be the set of non-relaxable QoS constraints set by the user. The details of the RQSS algorithm are shown in Tables 3–5.

There are three major steps in the RQSS algorithm. The first step of RQSS is to sort the service operations for each service operation group and service operation groups based on the normalized quality value (nqv). The normalized quality value is calculated for each service operation $op_i$ in the each service operation group $OP_i$ using the following equation:

$$nqv_i = \left(\frac{ET(op_i)}{qc^{et}}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{Rel(op_i)}{qc^{rel}}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{Av(op_i)}{qc^{av}}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{Rep(op_i)}{qc^{rep}}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{P(op_i)}{qc^{p}}\right)^2$$

(2)

We use the normalized quality value as a heuristic to select service operations. For service operations $op_{i1}$ and $op_{i2}$, the heuristic implies that the probability of service operation $op_{i1}$ may be greater than the one of $op_{i2}$ if $nqv_{i1} > nqv_{i2}$. Therefore, the candidate service operations in each service operation group $OP_i$ are sorted based on the normalized quality value. All $OP_i$ of abstract services are also sorted based on their lowest normalized quality values of the service operations.

### Table 3

Relaxable QoS-based service selection algorithm.

#### Algorithm RQSS:

- // $n$: the total number of abstract services of a abstract process
- // $i$: the number of candidate service operations in the service operation group $i$
- // $nqv_{ij}$: normalized quality value of candidate service operation $j$ in the service
- // operation group $i$
- // $X_{naive}$: old solution vector used to record the solution which satisfies all of QoS constraints
- // $QC^\text{NR}$: the set of non-relaxable QoS constraints
  1. Service operation sorting
    1.1. Calculate the normalized quality value for every candidate service operation $v_i = 1, \ldots, n, j = 1, \ldots, l$, calculate $nqv_{ij}$
    1.2. Sort the candidate service operations in non-descending order in each service group according to $nqv_{ij}$
    1.3. Sort the service operation groups in non-descending order according to the normalized quality values of the service operations with the lowest normalized quality value and go to step 2.
  2. Naïve service selection
    2.1. Perform the NSS algorithm
    2.2. if no feasible solution can be found in the step 2.1 then go to step 3
  3. Service selection with QoS constraints relaxation
    3.1. Perform the SS-QCR algorithm
    3.2. if no feasible solution could be found in step 3.1 then if $QC^\text{CR} = 0$ then return the solution $X_{naive}$ else return the solution $X_{naive}$

#### Algorithm NSS:

- /\$n$: the total number of abstract services of a abstract process
- /\$i$: the number of candidate service operations in the service operation group $i$
- /\$X$: current solution vector
- /\$min\_cso$: the minimum number of candidate service operations among all service operation groups
- $X_{OP}$: the service operation of the lowest normalized quality value from each group

if IsFeasible($X$)
    A feasible solution is found and return $X$
endif

for $i = 1$ to $n$
do
    Choose the service operation $j$ from service operation group $i$
    Update solution $X$
    if IsFeasible($X$) then
        a feasible solution is found and return $X$
    endif
    next
until $j > min\_cso$ // all the service operations in a group have been examined

In the second step, a naïve service selection (NSS) is performed to select the service operations with lower normalized quality values. As depicted in Table 4, the solution is initialized by selecting the service operation with the lowest normalized quality value from each group. Then, the service selection process is applied repeatedly to every operation group based on their order. Once all the operations are examined and selected, i.e. no feasible solution is found; the naïve service selection procedure stops, and RQSS goes to the third step.

In the final step of RQSS, a heuristic is proposed to find a feasible solution by the average violated quality value (avqv), as shown in Table 5. The avqv represents the degree of the constraint violation.
Algorithm SS-QCR:

// n: the total number of abstract services in AP
// i; the number of candidate service operations in the candidate service operation group i
// isFeasible(X); a function which returns true if the solution X satisfies the constraints and false otherwise
// select(X,i,j); a function used to switch the selection of service from // operation group i to service // operation j based on X and update the value of solution X // Xold: old solution vector, Vold: the set of QoS constraints that is // violated by Xold // Xnew: old solution vector used to record the solution which satisfies // non-relaxable QoS constraints // Vnew: non-relaxable QoS constraints which are violated by Xold // avqvold: average violated quality value of Xold // avqvnew: average violated quality value of Xnew // Xnr: the total number of abstract services in AP // Xnr = card(\{(as1, op1), ..., (as|AP|, op|AP|)\})

Xnr = \|\{(as1, op1), ..., (as|AP|, op|AP|)\}\|

for i = 1 to n do
  for j = 1 to i do
    cur_sel = current selection of service operation group i based on Xnew
    if cur_sel then
      select(Xnew, i, j)
      if isFeasible(Xnew) then
        Substitute Xold with Xnew and return the feasible solution Xold
      endif
      Vold and calculating the average violated quality value avqvold = \sum_{i=1}^{t} Q_i \cdot |\{(as_1, op_{1,i}), ..., (as_{|AP|}, op_{|AP|,i})\}| \cdot Q_i
    endif
    if avqvnew < avqvold then
      Substitute Xold with Xnew and avqvold with Xnew and avqvnew
      stop = false
    endif
    cur_sel = current selection of service operation group i based on Xnew
    if j ≠ cur_sel and |QC| ≠ 0 then
      select(Xnew, i, j)
      Identify Vnew and compute avqvnew
      if avqvnew < avqvold then
        Substitute Xold with Xnew and avqvold with Xnew and avqvnew
        stop = false
      endif
      if avqvnew = 0 and avqvnew < avqvold then
        Substitute Xold with Xnew and avqvold with Xnew and avqvnew
        stop = false
      endif
      next
    until iteration > iterationmax or stop

\[ avqv = \frac{1}{\tau} \sum_{i=1}^{t} Q_i \cdot \left( \sum_{j=1}^{\tau} Q_i \cdot (op_{1,i,1}, ..., op_{|AP|,i,j}) \right) \cdot AP \]  \quad (3)
avqvr can be reduced or not. The purpose of the additional examination is used to minimize the total number of the relaxations for finding solutions for the non-relaxable QoS constraints.

If a solution that satisfies the non-relaxable QoS constraints is found, an extra examination for minimizing the amount of the relaxation is performed to check whether avqvr can be reduced or not. The final step is an iterative process performed when all service operation groups are evaluated. The process will stop at the maximum iteration or no more reduction of avqvold and avqvnew happened after some iterative runs. If no feasible solution could be found in this step (Xold is infeasible), the final solution Xold will be recommended. In the step 3.2, if the \(|QC^W| = 0\), it represents no QoS constraints are involved in the service selection algorithm. We can simply return Xold to the caller procedure, otherwise the RQSS will return Xold to the caller procedure. Obviously, the final solution can be considered as a better solution than others because that not only does it satisfy all non-relaxable QoS constraints but it also has the lower average violated quality value for relaxable QoS constraints.

4.2. Complexity analysis of RQSS

To simplify the complexity analysis, it is assumed that each abstract service has s candidate service operations. Let n be the total number of abstract services in an abstract process, m be the number of QoS criteria and q′m be the number of non-relaxable QoS constraints. For the first step of RQSS, the complexity of computing the normalized quality values of all candidate service operations is \(O(s.n.log s)\). The complexity of sorting service operations of every service operation group is \(O(s.n.log s)\). The complexity of performing the sorting of service operation groups is \(O(n.log n)\). Consequently, the computational complexity of the first step of RQSS is \(O(s.n.log s)\). Similar to the first step, the computational complexity of the second step of RQSS is also \(O(s.n.m)\). For the third step, the complexity of calculating the average violated quality value is \(O(m.n)\). Finally, there are n. \((s - 1)\) candidate service operations to be explored in one iteration to evaluate whether a new solution exists or not. If the maximum number of iterations is l, which is used in the SS_QCR in the Table 5, the total complexity of the third step is \(O(lm.n^2.s)\).

According to above analysis, the complexity of the RQSS algorithm is \(O(lm.n^2.s)\).

4.3. The QoS-based web service composition framework

For the reliability and availability simulation, the test data and algorithms are implemented based on the framework shown in Fig. 1. An abstract process is used to describe the functional requirement of a process of web services at an abstract level. The functionality of required service of an abstract process is represented by an abstract service. The abstract services and the service advertisements published in the service registry are described using ontology. The available and feasible services are then discovered effectively by a semantic search [9,12,24]. Moreover, based on a set of QoS criteria, QoS constraints can also be specified to represent the non-functional properties of the whole abstract process to be satisfied. According to abstract process and the QoS constraints, selection algorithms can select a set of operations offered by concrete web services, which provide the required functionalities fulfilling the QoS constraints. If no feasible solution can be identified by the selection algorithm, the framework will recommend alternative solutions based on user pre-defined relaxable constraints. It is expected that the recommended solution for service selection has small amount of relaxation for relaxable QoS constraints.

As shown in Fig. 1, users can use the GUI Console (GC) to build the abstract processes and set the QoS constraints according to their functional requirement and non-functional requirement, respectively. To reduce the development effort, users can also reuse the existing abstract processes loaded from Abstract Process Repository (APR). The Service Selector (SS) is responsible for selecting web services according to the abstract process specification and QoS constraints forwarded from GC. During the service selection process, Service Brokers searches for candidate services from Service Registry (SR) which is an extension to UDDI registry which record the published service information as well as the QoS information[2]. These services published in SR are described by ontology stored in the Ontology Repository. When a feasible solution is found in APR, Feasible Solution Manager stores this feasible solution into Feasible Solution Repository (FSR). Users can reuse existing

![Fig. 1. A generic framework for generic QoS-based web service composition.](image-url)
abstract processes from the FSR easily. After the feasible solution is identified, users can then composite the selected services by define the flow of input and output data binding to each services. Based on WSBPEL [13], the Binder generates the executable process specification according to the abstract process and binding information. The executable process specification is then forwarded to the Execution Engine to construct and execute the process instance. Furthermore, aQoS Manager (QM) is responsible for managing and monitoring QoS information of web services published in service registry [3]. QM collaborates with WSM [14,20] which is a web service management process to collect QoS information such as of the invoked service.

5. Experimental analysis

5.1. The evaluation setup

In this section, we compare the performance of proposed RQSS, WFlow [21] and RWSCS_KP [8]. WFlow and RWSCS_KP that are both well-known heuristic algorithms for QWSC only consider finding a feasible solution. They did not take the rate of failure in finding a feasible solution. We try to analyze the rate of failure in finding a feasible solution for QWSC and the average violated quality value if no feasible solution is found for these algorithms.

Especially, in the WFlow [21] approach, Yu et al. divided the service selection problem into two categories. One is to composite services with a sequential flow structure; the other is to composite services with a general flow structure. In the latter, it may contain complex structure between function nodes, such as loop. In order to simplify the problem, the WFlow removed the loop operations by unfolding the cycle. Based on the categorization, WFlow considering different objective function proposed two distinct algorithms; there are WFlow_EU and WFlow_HP respectively. In the experiments, we compared our approach only with the WFlow_EU (short for WFlow).

We utilized Java programming language to implement these algorithms and ran them on an Intel Pentium (R) D 3.4 Ghz, 2 GB RAM desktop PC with 100 MB/s Ethernet card, Window XP and JDK 6.0. In the simulation, test pattern generation is the same as what is introduced in [30]. The value of each service is not directly proportional to the QoS consumption. The random function of integer i gives an integer from 0 to i, following the uniform distribution. To generate the test instances, we first randomly generate the abstract processes, each containing two or more control flow patterns. For simplicity, we assume that each abstract service contains the same number of candidate service operations. For each candidate of abstract service, five QoS parameters (q1, q2, q3, q4, q5): execution time, reliability, availability, reputation and price are considered. Each quality value is randomly generated with a uniform distribution in a range, as shown in Table 6.

These parameters are exploited in some researches [32,35] and refer them to set the values. In the simulation, we assume that all services can be completed within 100 ms. And most of services are robustness enough. Therefore the reliability and availability of services are ranging from 0.95 to 0.99999. We think that is reasonable for most of web services. In addition, the reputation is between [0.95, 0.99999] which is a well-known realistic range for most of web services. In addition, the reputation is between [0.95, 0.99999]. We think that is reasonable for most of web services.

Moreover, the QoS constraint on each QoS criteria is generated using the Eq. (6). The concept of generating the QoS constraints refers to the test pattern generation for QWSC presented in [30]. The constraint factor is defined to increase the difficulty to find a feasible solution.

\[ QC_i = n \cdot Q_{i_{\text{max}}}^n \cdot CF, i = 1, \ldots, 5 \]  

(6)

where \( n \) is the number of abstract services in an abstract process, \( Q_{i_{\text{max}}} \) is the maximum value of a quality parameter \( Q_i \) of a service and \( CF \) is the constraint factor which is used to adjust the strength of a QoS constraint.

The constraint factor \( CF \) is a real number between \([0, 1]\). It can be used to represent the strength of a QoS constraint. The lower the constraint factor value is, the higher the strength of the QoS constraint is. When \( CF = 1 \), there is no constraint on QoS requirement. \( CF = 0.5 \) means there is 0.5 probability that a random generated service in a group satisfies the average value. The default value of \( CF \) in this paper is 0.5. As shown in Table 7, the generated constraints are the upper bounds for the QoS constraints. In the generation of the QoS constraints, all the QoS metrics are assumed as the additive metrics. Since the reliability and availability are multiplicative metric, they can be transformed into additive parameters using logarithmic function. It should be noted that RQSS algorithm does not transform the reliability and availability into additive parameters. Therefore, the generated constraints on reliability and availability need to be transformed back into multiplicative metrics, i.e. \( (\frac{1}{(1 + CF)})^n \).

### Table 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QoS parameter</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Execution Time</td>
<td>[1, 100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>[0.95, 0.99999]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>[0.95, 0.99999]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reputation</td>
<td>[1, 10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>[1, 100]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QoS parameter</th>
<th>QoS constraint generation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Execution Time</td>
<td>( n \cdot 100 \cdot CF )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>( n \cdot \log(n + 1) \cdot CF )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>( n \cdot \log(n + 1) \cdot CF )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reputation</td>
<td>( n \cdot 10 - CF )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>( n \cdot 100 - CF )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. Experimental results

WFlow [21] and RWSCS_KP [8] are implemented and compared with RQSS here because both of them are well-known heuristic algorithms for QWSC. Only the parts of finding a feasible solution in WFlow and RWSCS_KP are considered for justice.

From the proposed approach and algorithm mentioned in Section 4, there are three aspects related to the will be illustrated in the experiments, as follows:

1. The failure rate is reduced in finding a feasible solution while the abstract service increasing.
2. The strength of QoS constraints is increasing while the constraint factor value is decreasing.
3. The lower the \( \text{avg} \) value is, the better the performance of the algorithm is.

5.2.1. Comparison of failure rate in finding a feasible solution

Fig. 2 shows the experiment results of examining impact factors for RQSS, WFlow and RWSCS_KP respectively. The analysis of the impact focuses on the variances of the number of abstract services in an abstract process, the number of candidate service operations and the strength of the QoS constraints (constraint factor). Since the number of abstract services will affect the failure of finding a feasible solution. The more the abstract services are, the lower the failure rate is. The number of candidate service operations will affect the failure rate of finding a feasible solution. The more the candidate service operations are, the lower the failure rate is.
failure rate in finding a feasible solution is. Similarly, the number of candidate service operations also affect the failure rate. In the simulation, we vary the two factors to analyze failure rate in finding a feasible solution. In addition, since the constraint factor is used to increase the difficulty to find a feasible solution, in the simulation, we also analyze the influence of constraint factor regarding to failure rate in finding feasible solution.

5.2.1. Impact of the number of abstract services. In the simulation, the numbers of abstract services are set from 5 to 50 to analyze the influence over the three algorithms. There are 50 test cases implemented and examined per number of abstract services. For each test case, there are 50 candidate service operations for each abstract service and the constraint factor is set to 0.4. As depicted in Fig. 2a, RQSS has lower failure rate in finding a feasible solution than the other two algorithms for almost of the test cases. When the number of abstract service is equal to 5, all algorithms have unacceptable high failure rates to find feasible solutions. The reason is that the number of abstract services is so few that the constraints relatively become very severe. When the number of abstract services is more than twenty, the failure rates of all algorithms behave stably. It can be said that the effects are few on the failure rate when the number of abstract services is more than a constant value.

5.2.2. Impact of the number of candidate service operations. Similar to the previous analysis, the numbers of candidate service operations are also set from 5 to 50, and the number of abstract services and constraint factor are fixed as 50 and 0.4, respectively. As depicted in Fig. 2b, the failure rates are higher along with the decreasing number of candidate service operations. It is natural that the more choices the less failures will happen. And, the constraints are relatively severer when the number of candidate service operations decreases.

5.2.1.3. Impact of constraint factor. To measure the influence of constraint factor, the values are set from 0.1 to 0.65 and 50 test cases are generated for each. There are 50 abstract services and 50 candidate service operations for each abstract service. Fig. 2c shows that when the constraint factor is less than 0.1, no feasible solution will be discovered for all algorithms. When the constraint factor is greater than 0.65, every algorithm can find feasible solution.

5.2.2. Comparison of average violated quality value

The average violated quality value ($avqv$) represents the degree of the constraint violation of a solution. To evaluate the performance of our proposed QoS constraint relaxation technique, we compare the average violated quality value of RQSS with WFlow and RWSCS_KP. We only consider the situations where all the algorithms fail in finding a feasible solution and use the final solutions found in these algorithms to calculate the average violated quality values. As the previous analysis, we analyze the impact of varying the number of abstract services in the abstract process, varying the number of candidate service operations and varying the constraint factor. The numbers of non-relaxable QoS constraints for RQSS are set from 1 to 3 respectively for each test case. But, the items of non-relaxable QoS constraints are randomly selected. Note that the value of $avqv$ is greater than 1 in all cases and the lower the value is, the better the performance of the algorithm is. The factors for analyzing the impact are the same as previous subsection.

5.2.2.1. Impact of the number of abstract services. Again, the numbers of abstract services are set from 5 to 50 and there are 50 test cases for each. The number of candidate service operations for every abstract service is set as 50 and the constraint factor is fixed as 0.4. Fig. 3a shows that RQSS performs better than the other two algorithms.
algorithms for every test case. Fig. 3b shows the standard deviation of \(avqv\) for 50 test cases per number of abstract services. All of standard deviations of \(avqv\) in RQSS are less than 0.15. In addition, the behaviors of both WFlow and RWSCS_KP are too unstable to be accepted. It is because the objective of the two algorithms is to find a feasible solution but not suggest alternative solutions when no feasible one can be discovered. This result highlights the importance of relax of QoS constraints.

5.2.2.2. Impact of the number of candidate service operations. The variances of the number of candidate service operations are set from 5 to 50. The number of abstract services is fixed as 50 and the constraint factor is set as 0.4. As depicted in Fig. 4a, RQSS has lower rate of failure in finding a feasible solution than other two algorithms for all of the tested number of candidate service operations. Obviously, the number of candidate service operations or the number of the non-relaxable QoS constraints increase, the \(avqv\) value of RQSS decreases. The more the number of candidates, the higher the possibility of finding a feasible solution is. It is because that the constraints are severer along with the decreasing number of candidate service operations and the relaxable QoS constraints are fewer. Thus, the number of constraints to be relaxed will substantially affect the \(avqv\) value. Fig. 4b shows that all of standard deviations of \(avqv\) in RQSS are less than 0.3. Similar to the analysis of impact of the number of abstract services, WFlow and RWSCS_KP also have more unstable \(avqv\).

5.2.2.3. Impact of constraint factor. The constraint factors are from 0.1 to 0.45 to analyze the effect for each algorithm. Fifty test cases are generated for each constraint factor. There are 50 abstract services and 50 candidate service operations for each case. Fig. 5a shows that RQSS performs better than the other two algorithms when the constraint factor is greater than 0.2. RWSCS_KP can even perform better than RQSS when the constraint factor and the number of non-relaxable QoS constraints are small. It is in the situation when both the values of constraint factor and number of relaxable constraints are small enough. RQSS has to substantially release relaxable QoS constraints causing the high \(avqv\) value. Note that when the constraint factor is below 0.1, the constraint is too severe to find the solution that satisfies non-relaxable QoS constraints.

When the constraint factor is greater than 0.45, there should exists at least one feasible solution in RQSS. Therefore, we exclude these situations.

Fig. 5b shows that when the constraint factor is greater than 0.2, the standard deviation of \(avqv\) is less than 0.4. When the constraint factor is less than 0.2 and the numbers of non-relaxable QoS constraints are 2 and 3, the standard deviation of \(avqv\) is larger. The reason is also that the constraints are much severer in some test cases. RQSS has to substantially relax relaxable QoS constraints and thus the \(avqv\) of those test cases are much higher.

5.3. Discussion

From the experimental results, we conclude that, since the RQSS adopt heuristic approach to design the relaxable QoS-based service selection algorithm, it leads to significantly better QoS of composite service executions with lower the rate of failure in finding a feasible solution. Even if there is no a feasible solution to fulfill the QoS constraints, the RQSS can also find a solution with smaller amount of constraints violation. Table 8 shows the comparison with the WFlow and RWSCS_KP in terms of time complexity, failure rate in finding feasible solution, availability, and adaptation respectively. Even if the time complexity of the RQSS is similar to the others due to adopting similar heuristic approach, the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 8</th>
<th>Comparison with existing methods.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WFlow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time complexity</td>
<td>(O(n^2))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure rate in finding a feasible solution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>Middle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptation</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(n\) is the total number of abstract services in an abstract process.
\(m\) is the maximum number of QoS criteria.
\(l\) is the maximum number of iterations.
\(s\) is the number of candidate service operations in an abstract service.
complexity of RQSS is possibly superior to the WFFlow and RWSCS_KP while the s is far greater than l. It will be possible when the number of alternative web service increasing.

In addition, the failure rate and the availability can be proved that the RQSS is superior to the others from the simulation result in previous subsection. It is the main contribution of the proposed algorithm. The other factor in the comparison is the adaptation. Self-adapting [35] is an important feature of dynamic software architecture, especially for large scale web service composition. Systems which can monitor and adapt to the changes in their environment are known as self-adaptive, self-healing, or self-managing systems. Since WFFlow, RWSCS_KP, and RQSS are all adopting heuristic approach to find feasible solution in each composition of web service, they can be adaptive to the changes in their environment as well as possible. Obviously, the only shortcoming is that the RQSS needs the user intervention to specify which QoS constraints are relaxable before the service selection.

In summary, we have stated that the heuristic algorithm is similar to the MMKP [17,21] in Section 4.1, which have shown that their algorithms are near-optimal solution for web service composition. In addition, based on the comparison, it is obvious that the RQSS is also a near-optimal solution for web service composition with lower failure rate and high availability.

6. Conclusions and future work

It is not easy to implement a development environment for users to reduce the complexity application building based on the web service composition technology. Most researches or studies do not deal with the situation of no suitable or feasible solution can be found during the service composition process. To get higher system reliability and availability, a relaxable QoS-based service selection algorithm, RQSS, is proposed in this paper. Not only does the RQSS help users to discover web services fulfilling the functional requirements and non-functional QoS constraints, but also it recommends solutions which could satisfy the non-relaxable QoS constraints by relaxing the relaxable QoS constraints. Besides, a generic framework is also designed for the evaluation of system performance for service selection algorithms. The experiment results reveal that the failure rate of finding a feasible solution in RQSS is much lower than those of WFFlow and RWSCS_KP approaches. RQSS also has the lower average violated values for almost of the test cases, especially when no feasible solutions could be discovered. That is, RQSS performs well not only because of the low computation complexity of itself but also the idea of relax of QoS constraints.

In the next step, we plan to complete the framework for particular domain applications. We will also try to extend the RQSS algorithm for the case of contingencies and dynamic service composition which are currently out of the scope of our study.
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